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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This paper is a narrative review on key facts about the epidemiology, natural history,

diagnosis, and management of NAFLD as these relate to the Middle East region,

discussed at the regional level by expert panels. The paper is well written, and rather

heavy on numbers, making the first part a bit difficult to read. Of note, the Introduction

states (second paragraph) that there will be one 1 million individuals with NAFLD in

Saudi Arabia, which does not seem correct. The country has 34M inhabitants, and 1M

would yield approx. 3% of its population, while NAFLD prevalence is generally quoted

to exceed 30% with NASH alone exceeding 4%. Please double check your arithmetics.

The paper does a good job in summarizing current advances in the diagnostic and

treatment of NAFLD, but there is very little written about how the NAFLD epidemic

may have specific issues in the Middle East region. Other than discussing 2 papers on

the impact of bariatric surgery in NAFLD originating from Saudi Arabia and the UAE,

and a Saudi survey on liver transplantation (2001 to 2006), the reader is left with no

information on how regional experts may see ways to fight the epidemic, initiate locally

important measures in terms of lifestyle, diet, patient education, clinician awareness,

diagnostic capabilities, etc. In other words, there is no action plan or at least an attempt

to envision what could be done in the region apparently most severely hit by this

growing problem. Having any or all these challenges and opportunities addressed

would make the paper all the more important as a resource for the academic and

practitioner community.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Excellent review
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